Pedicle screw placement in the lumbar spine: effect of trajectory and screw design on acute biomechanical purchase
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OBJECT Low bone mineral density in patients undergoing lumbar spinal surgery with screws is an especially difficult challenge because poor bone quality can severely compromise the maximum achievable purchase of the screws. A relatively new technique, the cortical bone screw trajectory, utilizes a medialized trajectory in the caudocephalad direction to engage a greater amount of cortical bone within the pars interarticularis and pedicle. The objectives of this cadaveric biomechanical study were to 1) evaluate a cortical screw system and compare its mechanical performance to the traditional pedicle screw system; 2) determine differences in bone quality associated with the cortical screw trajectory versus the normal pedicle screw insertion technique; 3) determine the cortical wall breach rate with both the cortical and traditional screw trajectories; and 4) determine the performance of the traditional screw in the cortical screw trajectory.

METHODS Fourteen fresh frozen human lumbar spine sections (L1–5) were used in this study (mean age 57 ± 19 years). The experimental plan involved drilling and tapping screw holes for 2 trajectories under navigation (a traditional pedicle screw and a cortical screw) in both high- and low-quality vertebrae, measuring the bone quality associated with these trajectories, placing screws in the trajectories, and evaluating the competence of the screw purchase via 2 mechanical tests (pullout and toggle). The 3 experimental variants were 1) traditional pedicle screws placed in the traditional pedicle screw trajectory, 2) traditional pedicle screws placed in the cortical screw trajectory, and 3) cortical screws placed in the cortical screw trajectory.

RESULTS A statistically significant increase in bone quality was observed for the cortical trajectories with a cortical screw (42%; p < 0.001) and traditional pedicle screw (48%; p < 0.001) when compared to the traditional trajectory with a traditional pedicle screw within the high-quality bone group. These significant differences were also found in the low-quality bone cohort. All mechanical parameter comparisons (screw type and trajectory) between high-quality and low-quality samples were significant (p < 0.01), and these data were all linearly correlated (r ≥ 0.65) to bone mineral density. Not all mechanical parameters determined from pullout and toggle testing were statistically significant between the 3 screw/trajectory combinations. The incidence of cortical wall breach with the cortical or traditional pedicle screw trajectories was not significantly different.

CONCLUSIONS The data demonstrated that the cortical trajectory provides denser bone that allows for utilization of smaller screws to obtain mechanical purchase that is equivalent to long pedicle screws placed in traditional pedicle screw trajectories for both normal- and low-quality bone. Overall, this biomechanical study in cadavers provides evidence that the cortical screw trajectory represents a good option to obtain fixation for the lumbar spine with low-quality bone.
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PEDICLE screws are a well-established and widely accepted means for spinal fixation to treat degeneration, trauma, neoplasms, deformity, and other pathological conditions of the thoracolumbar spine. Low bone mineral density (BMD) in patients presents a challenge because poor bone quality can severely compromise the maximum achievable purchase of the screws. Laboratory investigations have consistently shown that osteoporotic vertebrae demonstrate reduced insertion torque and pullout strength. Additionally, elements of screw design and placement (such as thread pitch and trajectory, respectively) can influence the screw-to-bone interface, and, ultimately, the degree of overall fixation.

Traditional pedicle screws rely on engagement of trabecular bone within both the pedicle and the vertebral body. Recently, an alternative to traditional pedicle screw trajectory fixation has been proffered in lumbar fusion constructs. This cortical bone screw trajectory utilizes a medialized trajectory in the caudocephalad direction to engage the cortical bone associated with the pars interarticularis and pedicle. A previously published cadaveric biomechanical study confirmed that the cortical screw trajectory provides significantly denser bone for screw purchase than the traditional pedicle screw trajectory.

Previous studies have not explicitly tested the relationship between screw design and trajectory. Therefore, it remains unknown as to how the resultant construct strength is affected after placing a traditional pedicle screw in the cortical screw trajectory. Additionally, it has not been demonstrated to what extent, if any, that the presence of high- or low-quality bone can have as a confounding effect on this issue. Finally, the safety (i.e., risk of neural impingement) associated with placing traditional pedicle screws in the cortical screw trajectory has not been reported. Accordingly, to address the aforementioned issues and questions, we outlined the following specific aims for the current biomechanical cadaveric study: 1) evaluate a cortical screw system and compare its mechanical performance to the traditional pedicle screw system; 2) determine differences in bone quality associated with the cortical screw trajectory versus the normal pedicle screw trajectory; 3) measure the cortical wall breach rate for both the cortical and pedicle screw trajectories; and 4) determine the initial stability of the pedicle screw in the cortical screw trajectory. These 4 aims were performed with both high- and low-quality vertebral bone specimens to delineate the importance of bone quality on these issues.

Methods

The experimental plan involved drilling and tapping screw holes for 2 trajectories (traditional pedicle screw and cortical screw) in both normal- and low-quality vertebrae, measuring the bone quality associated with these trajectories, placing screws in the trajectories, and evaluating the competence of the screw purchase via 2 mechanical tests (pullout and toggle). Finally, correlations were performed between the mechanical test data and bone quality assessments.

Specimen Sample Preparation and Allocation

Fourteen fresh frozen human lumbar spine sections (L1–5) were used in this study (mean age 57 ± 19 years; 11 females and 3 males). Extraneous soft tissue was dissected from the samples with care to not disrupt the bony and ligamentous architecture. Samples were sprayed with physiological saline at 15-minute intervals throughout the dissection process to maintain hydration. Following dissection, each lumbar spine segment (L-1 through L-5) was scanned using dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA, model Discovery A, Hologic) to determine a global, clinically relevant measure of BMD. The 7 spines with the highest overall BMD were assigned to the “high-quality” bone group, with the remaining 7 spines assigned to the “low-quality” bone group. Low-quality spines (n = 7; 63 ± 16 years; 6 females and 1 male) had a mean (± SD) BMD of 0.470 ± 0.088 g/cm². All of the spines in the low-quality group satisfied the WHO criteria for being “osteoporotic” (skeletal site, race, sex, and age-adjusted T-score ≤ −2.5). High-quality spines (n = 7; 52 ± 21 years; 5 females and 2 males) had a mean (± SD) BMD of 0.768 ± 0.123 g/cm². All of the spines in the high-quality group satisfied the WHO criteria for being either “normal” (adjusted T-score > −1.0) or “osteopenic” (adjusted T-score between −1.0 and −2.5). The difference in the median BMD and T-score values between the 2 groups was statistically significant (p < 0.001 via Mann-Whitney rank-sum test, SigmaPlot, Systat).

Screw Trajectory Drilling, and Tapping

Screw hole placement, drilling, tapping, and screw sizing were performed under navigation using a surgical imaging system (O-arm Surgical Imaging System and StealthStation S7 navigation system, Medtronic). Standard surgical techniques, tools, and practices were used throughout the surgical intervention. Bilateral screw holes were drilled and tapped in each vertebra with either a cortical or traditional pedicle trajectory (Fig. 1). Each hole was assigned to one of 2 screw system types: cortical screws or traditional pedicle screws (CD HORIZON SOLERA and LEGACY Spinal System, Medtronic). The traditional pedicle screws had 2.75 and 2.8 threads per mm for the 5.5- and 6.5-mm-diameter screws, respectively. Conversely, the cortical screw had a finer thread structure design (4.0 threads per mm for the 5.5-mm-diameter screw) for use in the cortical trajectory to obtain purchase in denser bone. Treatment allocation within a sample was based on a random number generator scheme with the following design restrictions: 1) the treatment groups were equally distributed across spinal levels and 2) the pedicle screw placement in the traditional pedicle screw trajectory was performed at all levels. This schema yielded 3 treatment groups distributed across 69 vertebral bodies (total of 138 screw holes): 1) pedicle screw in a traditional pedicle screw trajectory; 2) pedicle screw in the cortical screw trajectory; and 3) cortical screw in the cortical screw trajectory.

Cortical screw trajectory drill holes were generated line-to-line and unilaterally via the pars interarticularis and caudal to the sulcus of the facet complex. The cortical screw trajectory followed medial-to-lateral and caudal-to-cephalad paths. The contralateral hole was prepared using the traditional pedicle screw insertion technique in which the sagittal trajectory of the screw was drilled parallel to the superior endplate of the vertebral body. Traditional pedicle screw trajectories were “undertapped” us-
Fig. 1. Digital radiographs demonstrating the trajectories of the 3 treatment groups. The pedicle screw in the traditional pedicle trajectory variant was performed in all samples. Figure is available in color online only.

Micro-CT Analysis
To determine the bone quality and density of each local screw trajectory, each vertebral body underwent micro-CT (μCT) scanning. Data were acquired at an isotropic resolution of 74 μm (SCANCO 80, SCANCO USA, Inc.). The resulting image data were imported into a medical imaging segmentation software package (AMIRA, Visualization Sciences Group) and spatially transformed to ensure orthogonality of the image slices with respect to the principal axes of the screw holes. This protocol ensured that the resultant volume of interest was directed along the long axis of the screw. A cylindrical volume of interest was evaluated along each screw trajectory (Fig. 2). The minimum diameter of the evaluation volume was defined as the minor diameter of the respective screw, and the maximum diameter of the evaluation volume was defined as a 5-mm radial expansion of the minimum diameter. The evaluation length was equilibrated to the specific screw length used in each particular drilled trajectory. Thus, the volume of interest included all bone contributing to screw-bone purchase.

The voxel-based linear attenuation coefficient values reported by the μCT were converted to Hounsfield units, a more clinically relevant measure of bone quality, using the following formula:

$$HU = \left( \frac{\mu - \mu_w}{\mu_w} \right) \times 1000$$

where $\mu$ and $\mu_w$ are the linear attenuation coefficients of the given voxel and water at the effective μCT energy, respectively. All positive nonzero Hounsfield unit voxel values within the volume of interest were averaged to obtain a single Hounsfield unit value for each screw trajectory. Full 3D reconstructions of each vertebra were performed and analyzed to determine cortical wall breaches (Fig. 2).

Following μCT scanning, the appropriate screws in terms of type, diameter, and length (based on navigation data during the aforementioned drilling and tapping procedure) were placed in their drilled and tapped holes. Digital radiographs after screw insertion were obtained to document trajectory and proper placement.

Biomechanical Testing
The acute biomechanical integrity of the screw-bone interface was determined using standard screw pullout and screw toggle testing techniques. Testing allocation for each of the 69 lumbar vertebrae was based on a random number generator scheme with the following design restrictions: 1) the treatment groups were equally distributed across testing methods (pullout and toggle), and 2) an individual vertebra from each spinal section (L1–5) had a minimum of 1 vertebral body allocated to each test. Thirty-five vertebral bodies were allocated to pullout testing, yielding 70 individual screw pullout samples. Thirty-four vertebral bodies were allocated to toggle testing, yielding 68 individual toggle tests.

For screw pullout tests, the screw of interest was quasi-statically extracted while the vertebral body was rigidly constrained. A driver, specific to the screw of interest, was used to couple the vertebral body to the actuator of the materials testing machine (MiniBionix 858, MTS). Uniaxial alignment of the MTS actuator, attached force transducer (5 kN, MTS), and the screw placement was accomplished using an adjustable, multiaxial vice. The screw rigidly attached to the surgical driver was withdrawn uniaxially at a rate of 10 mm/min. Failure of the screw-bone interface was defined as a decrease in the monotonically increasing force profile and/or if there was clearly observable bone failure. After failure, the contralateral screw was...
tested in an identical fashion. Failure force and construct stiffness were calculated from the resultant force displacement data. Stiffness was defined as the slope of the linear region of the uniaxial force displacement curve.

Screw toggle testing was implemented to provide a more clinically relevant failure scenario (mixed loading regimen) than traditional pullout testing. Specifically, pedicle screws are exposed to simultaneous combinations of bending moments, shear stresses, and axial stresses in multiple planes in vivo. Therefore, to more closely mimic the in vivo environment, a series of screw-rod toggle tests was performed. In this test, screws were rigidly attached to a surgical driver and collinearly aligned with the MTS actuator. The vertebral body was rigidly constrained to a 6-df load cell (model 610, AMTI) using mechanical grips. The surgical driver was then removed, and a longitudinal rod was attached to the screw head that served as a lever arm to apply a mixed loading regimen to the screw. An adjustable X-Y table was used to ensure a constant lever arm of 40 mm. The free end of the rod was rigidly attached to the MTS actuator and uniaxially withdrawn at a rate of 10 mm/min. Three-dimensional shear, moment, and displacement data were resolved into resultant moment and force magnitudes. Failure of the rod-screw-bone construct was established as a decrease in the monotonically increasing force profile and/or if there was a clearly observable bone or hardware failure. After failure, the contralateral screw-rod construct was tested in an identical fashion. Failure force (maximum force achieved in the monotonically increasing force-displacement pullout data), failure moment (maximum resultant moment achieved in the monotonically increasing resultant moment-displacement toggle data), and construct stiffness (slope within the linear portion of the force-displacement pullout data) were calculated from the resultant force displacement and moment data. In addition, the mechanical data were correlated with previous μCT calculations of bone quality to determine the relationship between bone quality and screw toggle performance.

A 1-way ANOVA was performed on the mechanical test data (screw pullout and toggle) to determine statistical significance between treatment groups (SigmaPlot version 11.0, Systat Software Inc.); p values < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. The mechanical data were correlated with the μCT density measurements of bone quality using a standard Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

Results

Screw Geometry

The screw diameter and length information are summarized in Table 1. On average, the pedicle screws placed in the traditional pedicle trajectory had significantly greater core diameters than cortical screws in the cortical trajectory (46%, p < 0.001) and pedicle screws in the cortical trajectory (47%, p < 0.001) (Table 1). On average, the pedicle screws placed in the traditional pedicle trajectory were significantly longer than cortical screws in the cortical trajectory (by an average of 18%, p < 0.01) and pedicle screws in the cortical trajectory (19%, p < 0.001) (Table 1). There were no statistically significant differences observed either in diameter or length between the cortical screw in the cortical trajectory and the pedicle screw in the cortical trajectory. Overall, the cortical trajectory requires a significantly smaller diameter and shorter screw than a traditional pedicle trajectory.

Micro-CT Analysis

Micro-CT data were used to determine differences in bone quality associated with the cortical screw trajectory versus the traditional pedicle screw trajectory, and to detect the possible risk of cortical wall breach with both the cortical and traditional screw trajectories. Within the high-quality (p = 0.55) and low-quality (p = 0.27) bone groups, no statistical differences in bone density were observed between the cortical trajectories, regardless of screw type (cortical or pedicle; Fig. 3). A statistically significant increase in bone quality was observed for the cortical trajectories with a cortical screw (42%; p < 0.001) and pedicle screw (48%; p < 0.001) when compared to the traditional pedicle trajectory with a pedicle screw within the high-quality bone group. These significant differences (p < 0.01) were also found in the low-quality bone cohort. The bone quality for the cortical trajectories within the high-quality group was statistically greater than that for any trajectory in the low-quality group (p < 0.001). The bone quality of the traditional pedicle trajectory in the high-quality group was not significantly different from that of the cortical trajectory for the cortical and pedicle screws within the low-quality group (p = 0.95 and 0.38, respectively). The bone quality for all trajectories within the high-quality group was statistically greater than that for the same trajectories in the low-quality group (p < 0.001). Overall, the data indicate that the BMD (i.e., bone quality) associated with the cortical trajectory is significantly greater than the traditional pedicle trajectory regardless of screw type used or the overall quality (low quality or high quality) of the bone.

Three-dimensional reconstructions (Fig. 2) based on μCT data were used to visually determine a possible risk of cortical wall breach for the traditional and both cortical trajectories. The data indicate an 11% incidence of cortical wall breach across the entire specimen population (Table 2). The incidence of cortical breach with either the cortical or traditional pedicle screw trajectories was not significantly different.

Biomechanical Analyses

For the pullout tests, neither screw profile (pedicle or cortical) nor screw hole trajectory (pedicle or cortical) had a statistically significant effect (p = 0.63) on ultimate failure load in high-quality bone (Fig. 4). These results were mirrored for the low-quality cohort (p = 0.90). All comparisons (screw type and trajectory) of screw pullout force between high-quality and low-quality samples were significant (p ≤ 0.01). No statistically significant differences were noted for pullout stiffness in the high-quality (p = 0.34) and low-quality (p = 0.64) samples. All comparisons of stiffness (for screw type and trajectory) calculated from pullout testing between high-quality and low-quality samples were significant (p ≤ 0.02; Fig. 5).
Correlations Between Bone Quality and Mechanical Parameters

Correlations between screw pullout force and bone quality were observed for the pedicle screw in the cortical trajectory \((r = 0.91; p < 0.01)\), the pedicle screw in the pedicle trajectory \((r = 0.92; p < 0.01)\), and the cortical screw in the cortical trajectory \((r = 0.73; p = 0.01)\). These data indicate that there is a statistical likelihood that pullout failure load and bone quality increases are linearly correlated for all treatment groups. In addition, high correlations between screw toggle failure force and bone quality were observed for the pedicle screw in the cortical trajectory \((r = 0.74; p < 0.01)\), the pedicle screw in the pedicle trajectory \((r = 0.79; p < 0.01)\), and the cortical screw in the cortical trajectory \((r = 0.72; p < 0.01)\). Finally, positive correlations between screw toggle failure force and bone quality were observed for the pedicle screw in the cortical trajectory \((r = 0.65; p = 0.005)\), the pedicle screw in the pedicle trajectory \((r = 0.77; p < 0.01)\), and the cortical screw in the cortical trajectory \((r = 0.65; p < 0.01)\).

Discussion

The patient who requires posterior spinal instrumentation and has reduced bone quality represents an especially difficult challenge for the attending clinician. Laboratory data have consistently demonstrated that significantly reduced pullout strength and insertion torque are seen in these patients, resulting in a lower probability of obtaining rigid fixation and a solid arthrodesis. There have been a number of different techniques and technologies that have been proposed for obtaining better screw purchase in low-quality bone. Most of these novel techniques use the traditional pedicle trajectory and inject bone cement into the drilled screw hole and/or use a coating on the screw surface to promote better hardware purchase. However, these methods suffer from (at least partial) reliance on the existing reduced trabecular bone structure to obtain and maintain competent screw-to-bone fixation. On the contrary, in the current cadaveric biomechanical study, the cortical screw trajectory had an inher-

![FIG. 3. Bone quality, based on μCT data and transformed into Hounsfield units (HU, y axis), associated with the cortical screw trajectory versus the normal pedicle screw trajectory. Means are shown with SD (error bars). Like letters indicate statistically significant differences: p < 0.01 for all comparisons. Figure is available in color online only.](image-url)
ently greater bone density along its path. This trajectory has a theoretical advantage in osteoporotic patients whose trabecular bone may be resorbed over cortical bone; thus, achieving cortical purchase may be preferred by the surgeon.

The current cadaveric biomechanical study investigated and compared traditional pedicle screw fixation of the lumbar spine with that of more novel cortical screw trajectory in both low-quality (analogous to osteoporotic) and high-quality (analogous to nonosteoporotic) vertebrae. Rigid fixation using pedicle screws in the pedicle screw trajectory was compared with that of pedicle screws and cortical screws (which have a different thread pitch geometry) in the cortical trajectory. As expected, the data indica-

**FIG. 4.** Failure force measured during destructive screw pullout testing. Means are shown with SD (error bars). Like letters indicate statistically significant differences: $p < 0.01$ (A–F and H) and $p = 0.01$ (G). No statistically significant differences were detected in the data within the high-quality groups ($p = 0.63$) or within the low-quality groups ($p = 0.90$). Figure is available in color online only.

**FIG. 5.** Stiffness calculated during destructive screw pullout testing. Means are shown with SD (error bars). Like letters indicate statistically significant differences: $p < 0.01$ (A, B, E, and F), $p = 0.01$ (C), and $p = 0.02$ (D). No statistically significant differences were detected in the data within the high-quality groups ($p = 0.34$) or within the low-quality groups ($p = 0.64$). Figure is available in color online only.
**,Conclusions**

The current cadaveric biomechanical study demonstrated that the cortical trajectory aligned the screws with denser bone. Equivalent mechanical fixation was observed between the shorter cortical screws and traditional pedicle screws using both pullout and toggle evaluations. These data were consistent for both normal- and low-quality bone.
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